Abstract. In this paper, we concerned with the weak decay stability on a class of quasi-linear wave equations. We use a so-called energy perturbation method to establish weak controllability of solutions in terms of energy norm for a class of nonlinear functions. We shall devise a new approach to show the weak decay controllability with the help of differential inequalities by estimating the relationship between energy inequalities and attenuating property of weak solutions; by using a perturbation of energy, we will derive differential inequalities, and determine the small positive number ε.
Introduction
We consider the control problem of weak decay to the following so-called quasi-linear wave equation in a smooth bounded domain 
We have several techniques to prove the existence of weak decay solutions with respect to the phase space ; and have additional nice properties with energy inequality for almost all times or solutions with weak decay properties for t   , this has been studied recently by several people, e.g. Y.M. Qin, Ebihara, Xin Liu [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . TG Wang, Ming Zhang, MJ Wang simplified the above arguments and give the proof of control with exponential decay. From the perspective and background of physics, this represents an implementation of axial movement of the viscoelastic material, this cause the form of above equations. In the one-dimensional case, their model of longitudinal vibration of a uniform rod with nonlinear stress function f . In two, three-dimensional case, they describe the viscoelastic solid of anti-plane shear action. While 1 n  and 0 f  , ST Li prove existence of weak periodic decay strong solution on the periodicity condition, XK Su and JL Zhang [3--11] proved the controllability of a smooth solution in the method of Cauchy problems in the case of smooth and small data.
Ulteriorly, while 1 2 n  and 0 f  , M. J Wang and X. G Yang gave the proof of global controllability with smooth solution in the case of small initial data. Make use of combining p L -theorem of Soblev space and semi group theorem of operators, Nakao [5] and T. Kato [6] devised certain decay rate of energy of global solutions with large data under a specific condition which is certainly satisfied if the mean curvature of the boundary ∂Ω is non-positive. For 1 n  and 1 f  , nonlinear elliptic equation with periodicity conditions was studied [7] [8] [9] [10] ,
, , , 
Thus, we can conclude immediately the following results [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] :
, the problem admits a unique solution   u t in the class
And further more, for some constant 0
Holds for some constant 0   , where 0 C  is a constant depending on
It turns out that this has influence on control of weak solution with structural damping. We can continue the following argument.
Main Results
We focus on the control of weak decay stability in (1)-(4), in order to describe the maneuverability; let us define global weak solution with decay for equations (1)- (4) [3] [4] :
If the initial data satisfies
The function is said to be a weak solution of Problem (1)- ( 4), if it satisfies the following conditions:
(c).
It is well known that the existence of such a weak solution with decay for all times is assured. Once this is known, one can identify this solution with the global weak one and continue this process to get that
Obviously, we will construct the controllability of the local weak solution with decay for the semi-group generated by weak energy solutions.
Theorem1: Under the above hypothesis and suppose that ( . ) x t  is a sufficiently regular weak solution of problem (1)- (4), the following estimates hold 
Remark: Obviously, from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we can easy to establish the control of stability for polynomial decay to (24)-(24). In comparison to (22), we give the strong stability estimates. Add the limit t → ∞ to the dissipative estimate (24) for the approximations   t  , and together with Sobolev embedding theorem, we can immediately conclude that the limit weak
Proofs of Main Results
Without loss of generality, we consider the initial boundary value problem for the following nonlinear wave equation:
Analogously, for some positive , ,    ,together with the Hölder inequality and the
(28) Similar as above, we derive the differential inequality as long as the local weak solution   u t exists, inserting the above estimates, and using the energy estimate for estimating the energy norms, one can get
On the other hand, by Young's inequality, choosing ε > 0 small enough and E(t) is bounded, we finally deduce the following 
